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REPORT

“We, the Ministry of Sports, Culture and Heritage, endorse Storymoja’s attempt
for a world record in reading aloud, because we believe if Kenyan children ‘own’
a world record in reading, it will go a long way in promoting a positive reading
culture in the country.“
– Josephta Mukobe, CBS, Principal Secretary, Heritage
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Read Aloud 2023

“The only reason I am the patron of this wonderful initiative is because I believe

with all my heart that reading storybooks promotes literacy and critical thinking.

Research shows that children with higher vocabulary perform better in school,
which is not surprising since learning words is the foundation for literacy.”
– Dr. Auma Obama
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THE STORYMOJA
READ ALOUD OVERVIEW

R

eading aloud together is a communal, social activity.
The Storymoja National Read Aloud was meant to
entice children to participate fully and hopefully,
fall in love with reading. It is for this reason that we are
super grateful for every learner, teacher, school, reading
ambassador and organization that made this possible. In
addition to corporates and charitable organizations, this
edition saw the participation and involvement of several
government departments including; Kenya National Library
Services, Department of Library Services, Kenya Revenue
Authority, and the larger Ministry of Sports, Culture and
Heritage – the government ministry mandated to promote
reading.

Muhiddin Ngashe,
Chief Executive Officer
Storymoja

The Genesis
The Guinness World Record for Most People Reading Aloud from the Same Text at the
Same Time in Different Venues is currently held by the USA with 223,363 participants
in 909 venues. A record we unofficially broke in June 2015, by leading 229,034 children
in 1,097 schools across 44 counties. This was remarkable at the time as Kenya was not
known for its reading culture.
We were motivated to officially achieve a similar feat or higher in 2022, validated by the
Guinness World Records, hence our attempt.
While we once again aimed for the stars in the drive to officially break a world record, we
were unable to fundraise enough resources to bring the Guinness team in the country.
Most possible sponsors had budget constraints following the effects of the COVID-19
pandemic, and risks associated with an election year.
Since 2013 when it was first held, the Storymoja Read Aloud is now one of the biggest
reading events in the world. It is driven by the vision to place a book in every hand, and
a mission to change the reading culture by motivating children to read for pleasure,
become imaginative and creative, and mould their own futures.
The Future
The future can only get better. One million children owning a record in reading aloud
will forever change perceptions of our national reading culture for the better. It is for
this reason that I’m pleased to announce that in 2023 and beyond, Storymoja passes
on the mantle to Start A Library Trust (www.startalibrary.org), to take over the planning,
coordination and hosting of the Storymoja read aloud campaigns.
In the meantime, Storymoja continues to do what it does best, promote books and
reading. We continue to teach our children the culture of resilience and overcoming
challenges against all odds.
# ST ORY MO J AREA D ALOUD
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A Word from the Campaign Manager

As per the feedback we are receiving from participating schools and libraries, Reading Ambassadors and
partners across the country, the read aloud campaign was an absolute joy and provided unforgettable
experiences.
It was a great challenge and honour leading this reading revolution campaign through the pandemic
period. As part of preparations, we held a warmup event in 2021 where 73,481 children took part with all the
necessary COVID-19 preventive precautions adhered to. Our aim was to motivate the African child that it
was possible to achieve milestones even in the most difficult circumstances.
The event also motivated more partners to come on board the 2022 edition, which doubled the number
of participants to 147,496 across 836 schools. The number of reading ambassadors and volunteers also
increased by 1,560 and the coverage and interest was immense.
The Read Aloud text from Shambulizi la Akina Shida relates directly to the important theme of peace and
unity with children being change agents of the society – apt choice as we go to the General Elections in
August this year.
Another important aspect was reading aloud in Kiswahili for the first time ever. Earlier in the year, the African
Union adopted Kiswahili as the language to be used to promote regional integration and sustainable
development. In addition to this, July 7 was picked by UNESCO as the official day to celebrate Swahili
Language. Apart from being Kenya’s indigenous and national language, Kiswahili is now spoken in over 11
countries across the continent.
We cannot talk about inclusion unless those who are differently abled are part of such an important event.
The Kenya Society for the Blind and Christian Blind Mission were instrumental in the translation of the excerpt
into braille; and several schools for the deaf enabled the use of sign language. Worldreader’s partnership
enabled digital inclusion through availing the excerpt for free on their Booksmart app. We also explored
other opportunities such as virtual participation of children and Reading Ambassadors from within and the
diaspora.
With over a decade of promoting reading in Kenya’s literary landscape, I’m now convinced that today, please
do not hide something in a book if you want to hide it from a Kenyan.

“Nchi inayosoma ina mwelekeo
bora. Tuzidi kujivunia lugha yetu ya
Kiswahili.”
Anne Eboso,
Campaign Manager – Storymoja Read Aloud (2022)
Reading Advocate and Literary Campaigns Consultant
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A Word from the Schools and Reading Ambassadors Liaison
I have had the privilege of being involved in most editions of the Storymoja Read Aloud campaign since its
inception in 2013. It has always been utmost pleasure to walk the journey from the conceptualization stages
to onboarding pupils, teachers, reading ambassadors and other partners. As an author, a storyteller and a
reader, I am overwhelmed by the excitement and support from various stakeholders throughout the years.
Storymoja Read Aloud 2022 was a unique experience. Even though the country is still reeling from the
effects of Covid-19 on both the economy and the school calendar, there was lots of pre-activity in learning
institutions. They continuously reached out to keep up with the planning, made extra copies of materials for
their pupils as they prepared in advance, sent photos and videos of the excited children.
More schools reached out, asking about Reading Ambassadors – this shows the importance of the Reading
Ambassador programme. We had over 1,000 ambassadors signing up, drawn from various circles, industries
and positions of power. Musicians, artists, career professionals from government and private companies,
business people, activists, writers, among others signed up and went to various schools.
They went out of their way to recruit schools - whether in their neighborhoods or alumni schools. Some
reading Ambassadors even purchased a variety
of storybooks and donated them to their adopted
schools.
Parents were not left behind, signing up to read with
their children’s schools.
As usual, some of the schools that had Reading
Ambassadors sent their feedback almost immediately
making the start of the tallying process easier.

“The day before yesterday and
yesterday aren’t the same as
today – goes a Kenyan Proverb.
We can indeed make a difference
in the lives of Kenyan children
through creating excitement
around reading for pleasure.”

Still, the challenge of sending back feedback forms
and other data persists in most schools. That’s the
main reason it takes long to announce results. As of
now, more than half of the schools who participated have not yet sent their signed Feedback forms, so we
have not included their number in the tally.
We appreciate the increased support from government organizations, community organizations and nonprofits from different industries who signed up their staff as Reading Ambassadors. This goes with our
agenda that reading is for everyone regardless of their professional or career path.
I thank all schools and Reading Ambassadors for responding positively every time they are called upon. I
hope we can expand the pool so that more schools and Reading Ambassadors participate in future editions
of the Read Aloud.
Wangari Grace
Author | Performance Storyteller | Reading Advocate
# ST ORY MO J AREA D ALOUD
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Storymoja Read Aloud Pre -Activations
In order to continuously engage with our stakeholders, we created various programmes to
ensure ongoing conversations around reading initiatives. And with Covid-19 necessitating
the adoption of virtual events, we partnered with Goethe Institute for our digital activations
on Facebook Live which ranged from storytelling, reading sessions and conversations on the
value of reading.

Themes covered were:
1. Facebook Live Conversations
a) Leading a reading revolution: Read Aloud launch conversations featuring a diverse
range of Reading Ambassadors. https://fb.watch/ekFmq9CEty/
b) Leading a reading revolution; A conversation on How to successfully nurture the love for
reading in children featuring author and Sol Kids co-founder Melissa Wakhu.
https:/fb.watch/ekFaf5lvPH/
c) Leading a reading revolution; A conversation on How poetry can help children develop
reading skills featuring Poet Mufasa. https://fb.watch/ekFpkLyBC3/
d) Leading a reading revolution; A conversation on How every organization can fit in
literacy promotion featuring different organizations. https://fb.watch/ekFtxQXD9B/
2. Storytelling/Reading Sessions
a) Storytelling session – featuring Chunga, the teller of stories https://fb.watch/ekF7uQJ-0v/
b) Read aloud session – featuring Polycarp ‘Fancy Fingers’ Otieno (one of the team
members of the legendary Sauti Sol music) https://fb.watch/ekFwTpOpYv/
c) Read aloud session – featuring Auntie J – Lulu FM’s Teens Connect show host https://
fb.watch/ekFFw5EWit/
3. School Activations
We had physical activations in a number of schools which entailed teacher trainings
and rehearsals of the read aloud excerpt in the following regions:
a) On World Read Aloud day celebration held at Egerton University in partnership with Rift
Valley Readers Association, we had schools across Nakuru County participating.
b) Migori event in partnership with Awendo Foundation
c) Read Aloud launch at Farasi Lane Primary School
d) Unveiling of read aloud results at Wangige Primary School
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The
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in Numbers
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The #StorymojaReadAloud in Words
“Hadithi ilikuwa ya kuchangamsha na kusisimua.“- Wanafunzi wa shule ya msingi ya Athi (Njiru)
“Our pupils wish the reading activity could be done termly. It is a way of instilling confidence in the children.”
– Hawa Hassan (Mwigito Primary School, Nakuru)
“The only reason I am the patron of this wonderful initiative is because I believe with all my heart that reading
storybooks promotes literacy and critical thinking. Research shows that children with higher vocabulary
perform better in school, which is not surprising since learning words is the foundation for literacy.” – Dr.
Auma Obama
“Kenya Revenue Authority (KRA) sends sincerest appreciation for invitation to the 2022 Storymoja Read
Aloud that saw over 25 KRA volunteers participate as Reading Ambassadors from across all KRA regions. We
look forward to a continued partnership.” – Wageni Wambaa (PR & Communication - KRA)
“The reading was exciting. We learnt that disability is not inability. We also learnt that unity is strength.” –
Pupils (Njoro DEB Primary School)
“Thank you for your wonderful initiative and having us be part of it. My team from the word go, when I shared
the partnership idea with them, quickly identified the relevance of the anchor story (Shambulizi la Akina
Shida). That to us was important to help start a conversation we’ve been preparing for a while -- Hope,
Inclusion and Community. This comes at the backdrop of the community losing its girls to social evils like
teen marriage, pregnancy and forced dropouts. So believe me, Afribuk Society and our partner communities
look forward to tagging along on the next one. Thank you!” – Jimmie Chengo (Director, Afribuk Society)
“Thank you Storymoja for becoming inclusive and giving a chance to children with disabilities an equal
opportunity to participate!” – David Munyendo (Country Director – CBM Kenya)
“It was such a lovely opportunity to Read Out Loud with 936 students at Lavington Primary School and my 4
children, making 940 children. I absolutely enjoyed interacting with the children and the school. They said
they’d love to do it again, so, let’s plan another.” – Melissa Wakhu (Reading Ambassador)
“It is a good program that bolsters what pupils are taught in the classroom, provides inspiration and also
contributes to our nation’s wellbeing by promoting inclusivity, tolerance, peace and unity.” – Solomon
Munene (School Manager – Kerugoya Municipality Primary School)
“Day of the African Child’ well spent in Mathari representing the Muthengi Foundation as a Story Moja
Read Aloud Ambassador. Took time to inspire the the kids to dream big and pursue their dreams. The work
continues.” – HolyDave
“It was an incredibly cool idea to include members of the Kenyan diaspora in the virtual version of this
project. I looked forward to it all day!”– Grace Kago (Kenyan in Diaspora)
“Our pupils were happy to participate in the reading. The story they said reminded them the importance of
being united.” – Joseph Wanyoike (Handaraku Primary School, Tana River County)
“Reading is the gateway for children that makes all other learning possible. Our message during the
#StorymojaReadAloud campaign earlier today at Ayany Primary School, Kibra.” – University of Nairobi
Students Association.
“The reading was exciting. We learnt that disability is not inability.
We also learnt that unity is strength.” – Pupils (Njoro DEB Primary School)
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The #StorymojaReadAloud in the Media
Pre-Event Coverage
For our pre-read aloud media conversations, we had a partnership with the Lulu FM station (Coast region)
and the Nam Lolwe FM (Nyanza).
Below are the featured conversations:

1. Lulu FM
a) 9th April: Teens Connect Show hosted by Reading Ambassador Auntie J, in conversation with Reading
Ambassador Phenic Ndalila https://twitter.com/ AllforBooksKe/status/1512405874182356993
b) 28th May: Teens Connect Show hosted by Reading Ambassador Auntie J, in conversation with Reading
Ambassador Paul Maganga https://twitter.com/AllforBooksKe/status/1530166272662679555
c) 4th June: Teens Connect Show hosted by Reading Ambassador Auntie J, in conversation with Reading
Ambassador Beatrice Kadzo https://twitter.com/AllforBooksKe/status/1532731907062243333
d) 11th June: Kitabu mkononi conversation featuring Reading Ambassador Elizabeth Ziro https://twitter.
com/AllforBooksKe/status/1535189745931788290

2. Nam Lolwe FM
a) 11th June: Chenro mar nyithindo show hosted by Eve Ahenda, featuring Reading Ambassador, Chunga
the teller of stories https://twitter.com/AllforBooksKe/status/1535279886679539712

3. Other media outlets
James Murua Blog: Storymoja Read Aloud 2022 campaign officially kicks off https://www.jamesmurua.com/
storymoja-read-aloud-2022-campaign-kicks-off/
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Post-Event Coverage
We are continuing to receive the post event
coverage of the read aloud campaign:
Citizen TV Kenya: Siku ya mtoto mwafrika;
Kampuni ya Storymoja yatoa msaada wa
vitabu Kakamega Edutab.
James Murua Media: 147,496 Kenyan
children take part in Storymoja Read
Aloud initiative https://www.jamesmurua.
com/147496-kenyan-children-take-partin-storymoja-read-aloud-initiative/
Africa Blog: Storymoja Read Aloud –
Using the power of sound and engaging
children’s

stories

to

promote

literacy

https://edutab.africa/2022/06/24/
how-powerful-sounds-and-engagingchildrens-stories-promote-literacy/
K24 TV – Kundi la Storymoja kukuza
Kiswahili na Kiingereza kwa masomo
shuleni https://youtu.be/QAVLye668w4
Manene Radio – Live coverage of the read
aloud at M.M Shah Primary School Kisumu
Mutongoi TV (1pm News) - Vilingo wa
Mauvoo https://youtu.be/_6vto5TOm8k
Mutongoi TV (7pm News) – Vilingo wa Mauvoo https://youtu.be/dVoACVqli1U
People Daily Newspaper – Storymoja’s read aloud contest to promote Kiswahili language https://
www.pd.co.ke/third-eye/features-analysis-opinion/storymojas-read-aloud-contest-to-promotekiswahili-language-133380/
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The
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Celebrating Partnerships
Asante sana to all partners who supported this edition of the campaign. Your encouragement,
presence and material support has given us the hope to continue our quest in breaking
the Guinness World Record in the future. Until then, we continue to do what we do best -Promote and Nurture the Love for Reading.
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Start A Library Trust (SAL) is a registered non-profit organization whose vision is that one day, every learner
will have the literacy and life skills to transform Africa. SAL’s programmes are anchored on sustainable
development Goal 4 on education which aims to “ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and
promote lifelong learning opportunities for all. As such, we establish libraries in public primary schools to
improve literacy levels among learners between the age of 4 and 14 years.
To achieve this, the programmes are aligned to three key pillars:
1.

Establishing active libraries

2.

Capacity building for sustainability (Teacher librarians, junior reading champions/library prefects and
career mentorship)

3.

Advocacy - the advocacy pillar employs a multi-faceted approach to influence desired change through:
a) Modelling children as literacy change agents.
b) Teachers as champions for bringing books to life through the library reading programs.
c) Advocating for effective library policies while embracing storybooks as language textbooks.
F or m or e i nfo, v i si t our we b sit e : www.startalibrary.org

Muhid din N gash e
Ch i e f E xe c utive Of f icer
i n fo@s torymojaaf r ica.co.ke
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